My flag is inspired by Aztlán, the mythical homeland of the Aztecs and a version of modern paradise popularized during the Chicano movement of the 60's and 70's. Aztlán has 7 caves representing seven tribes. For my flag I picked 7 buildings that represented 7 different foundations of Mexican American life in Denver.

Arts and Culture: Museo de las Americas
Labor: Crusade for Justice Headquarters (formerly at 1567 Downing Stree)
Politics: Rodolfo Corky Gonzales Library
Education: Escuela Tlatelolco Centro de Estudios (formerly at 2929 Federal Blvd)
Religion: Saint Cajetan Church
Mutual Aid: SPMDTU Meeting Hall (Antonio, CO)
History: La Raza Park

www.artbynistasha.com
@artbynistasha